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CONSTRUCTION ON NEW
25TH STREETACADEMIC
CENTER CONTINUES
.,'

.

BUILDING ON PACE TO OPEN FALL 2001
By Shan-san Wu
News Editor

--:

"On a scale of 1 to 10, it is a 10," said
Schmid referring to·the state-of-the-art design
of the complex. "Technology is ·changing so
Baruch's new academic complex is nearing
rapidly that it may only be a 9 by the time the
completion, with the opening 'scheduled for building is completed.
Falh- 2001, according to the latest projections
Occupying close to an entire half-block, and
released from the Dormitory Authority of the the largest single structure ever built by the
State of New York. The DASNY is the state DASNY, the complex was originally planned
for as part of the master plan for Baruch
office responsible for the funding ana actual
College written in 1986.
construction of the complex according to Vice
Designated "Site B" rela•
.President . of Baruch
~
tive to the already completed "site A" structure across
. Campus Facilities and"OIi a scale of 1 to 1 0,
Operations, . Karl
F.
it is a 10_"
the street which currently.
houses the library, the
Schmid. .
The 16-story complex,
offices of the bursar, regislocated across the street from the 25th St.
trar, financial aid and other departments, the
library building, will house the departments of cost to state taxpayers of the new complex is
the Zicklin School of Business and the approximately $280 million.
";'~ __"
~
~ "_"".
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.--,.3..h.i~. m~lud~s tht? entire Rrojec!z," .. said.
'-inch:Jditrg three sab-le¥elS;" SdmHd, -"laRd ~, &eCKdOWJl eOf.old lmitd~ ..
.W jllcon.it'amenities· such as a game room, ings, design construction, furniture and equip:',:~~.:c.<!urts,.~ . bookstore, food courts,
ment."
.
,.~
_.~_~_.:'
..~,.~"
'~aD(i soo Seat lecture halls, a .gymnasium
For reference, .this is approximately oneThe new BIll aclt·..,.............;~.
..
. . . . . . . fiOIit..... · :... " . t";,:.c.:""':. :;~~'oVCr- ~~~attc;odancecapacity, a sec- quarter of the cost of a standard navy cruiser,
bullcllng.Work"'deIayed~""IdeI"'of . .rC~It~lptled'compIIIli~~~ ···:ond'gym·i-iaIII,·'.a • •r,·.~ce.El"',,:~.
blocked . . . . (f~hot-'S...fI·-1i Wu).
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FORMER-INTERIM'PUSIDttN"TLOIS CRONHO~"
BIDS STUDENTS FAREWELL-W--,-INTERVIEW
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By Bryan Fleck
Mantlging Editor

As for the past, C~m said that there are
three things she is most proud of seeing accom- .
-plisbed during her stay.as iJJter.irn president.
First, she DOted the importance of the. adop-

On her last day as interim president of Baruch
College, Lois Cronholm reflected upon one of
her fondest memories of the job.
tion and implementation of the five-year plan,
She was teaching a class of about 100 stu- with the purpose, according to Cronholm, of
dents when a student informed her that she had institutionalizing many ofthe changes begup ingone over the 6:30 p.m. deadline. Cronhohn,
1993.
embarrassed, apologized.
~ond, Cronholm ..,:.
explaining how she
sal
at se was~·
thought the class ended.
pleased that she was
at 7. But the students "I think the Baruch students able to take the time.. '.
to get. to know· the: '...
were so engrossed by the
conversation thatall but
are the most serious
staff, who she says
two .stayed the extra half F. _ • ...1
7 ..+ '
- I deserves more reeeg-. '
an hour to hear the end of l S l uaents] OJ anyunlverS ity
nition than ever
the Iedure. The two who
have
before.
administrated at. "
Third, she is glad
left had prior engagethat she got to know
mcnts and apologized f,?r
leaVing.
.
SQ- many of the stu-.
This, Cronholm said, is
dents. Cronholrn said
that the college
an example of..i.
conuniUed-Baruch students are to their educa- selects the best, as well
the most serious stution. "I think the Baruch students are the most dents, who are not concerned with 'simply getserious [StUdents] ~of'any'wiiversltY ··Ifi8ve'-nng-UCahltollrasmrqquu:irckClS,.-,:JltJSSibIlrlfn--fac:t;--- .
. . '. . ..., " . , .. . . . ..... . ~, .. '.~""';''''.'''''., ""-·... ,..•. :·.0.' ....' .·,··
administrated at." she said. "In the long run,
Cronholm said that what makes Baruch stuFormIr,
In.. PI.:s.IdiI....... s.Cr~!di~..~~ •.. · ~ .....
'-. .... ..'
'..,'
seriousness is what ,makes a goodstudeftt."
dents most angry is the feeling that they have . clay
..-1dInt,an,Aug.,31-, aIIers . . . . . ~...i .:PllJIldlllt• •.,t··:
Cronholm will be heading up the brand new been cheated out of an education.
Utta~~~)·.·
. . :.".
Center for Jewish History on. West .16th Street.
So Cronholm offers this advice to new
they are the
of 1W'best ideas.. In addi- being a gOod ni8nager,.-aoCI'& good academic
TheCeater, is ~ of the Yeshiva University Interim President Sidney Lirtzman: the process tion, .she said that d1e. newprcsident .should l~.
.
.
.
. .
f' -ith ........- 1 5 '
.
"My continue to stabilize the. many changes made _in "You have to be able to get good"'-wodt Out of
Museum's American Sepbardic- Assecianon. 0 meeting w ':j~n must continue .
recent
.... '
At the same h _ be must also be ~~~s8iCt~.'
. ~ .:"tbiS~.~: ....... ;.
~It;s -'~efy cOnnected·-·to 8I:ademfa,";"u said advice woutdbeto keep meeting witb-thestu-, creati~ aDd uirtDovativc' ~g'-up 'new '~~iirg~)fCOp1e''-:lncni';;:
Cronholm, who is keeping the door open ufor a . dents, keep listening to them," she said.'
~.·es himself.
lespect
return to higher edueation.-' '"1 always do one'
In fact, .Cronbolm advises that Lirtzman pay
~
thing at a time," she said. "Who knows what a lot ofattention to both faculty and students, as
AcCOrding to Ci'OrihOlm, 'dlCiC arc-twQ ~c~ge2
Iy important functions of a college president:
.- - . - - - - - ..
I
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NYC NEWS
NYPD OFFICER SHOOTS SON
According to police, NVPD Lieutenant
James Atkinson allegedly shot his son,
Michael., during an altercation 'in their ·Queens
home on the evening of September S. Reports
indicate that Atkinson may have fired in sel
defense after being threatened with a knife.
Both were. admitted to Jamaica Hospital
after the incident-the son for a gunshot wound
to the body and the father for emotional shock.
The incident is currently under, investigation,

UBWAY NEEDLE STABBING

C'RONHOLM REFLE-CTS'
UPON YEARS AT BARUCH
Continudfromfront
Other aspects of a good college president,
according to Cronholm, include solid academic
values, understanding the business of acadeMia, understanding what goes into both a business and a liberal arts degree, the skill to be able
to forecast the future of academia and preferably a background in teaching.
·At the same time, peopie must accept the fact.
that a college president
must be _the primary
source of obtaining contracts and soliciting

US NEWS
PEACE IN OUR TIME

Cronholm downplayed, the significance of the
many "interim" positions throughout CUNY.
"People should not take that as a problem with
Baruch," said Cronbolm.
Cronholm said that it is hard to find qualified
applicants for such a position, -and said that the
two fmalists to replace her on a full-time basis
were' "not a good .fit," But she declined to
explain this any further.
She did say that the relatively low salaries
paid to CUNY presi. dents is not as big of a
problem as some make
it out to be. However, a
Baruch administrator
did say that the .leading

mLLARY CHANGES STANCE
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud .Barak and
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat signed into
effect a wide-ranging peace accord at an
Egyptian resort list week.
Progress towards this peace accord had
been stalled for almost a year.
The agreement calls for Israel to complete its
withdrawal from 11 percent of the 'W;st Bank
and to release 3S0 Palestinian prisonerswithin
a year.
Arafat agreed not to unilaterally declare a
alestinian independent stateuntil implementation of the peace agreement.

Hillary Clinton has reversed her support for
her husband's offer of clemency to jailed
Puerto Rican FALN nationalists, according a
Clinton spokesperson.
"1 believe the offer of clemency should be
withdrawn," said Clinton.
Most of the 16 jailed members of the
Armed Forces of National Liberation (initials
FALN in Spanish) were convicted in the 1970s
of crimes including possession of an unregistered firearm and the interstate transport of a
stolen vehicle.

A man .riding a northbound A train in
MINE CLEARING CONTINUES
Midtown was stabbed in the arm with a needle
last Saturday afternoon after being asked D
money.vaccordmg to
candidate - to replace
According to the United Nations, i 4 milCronholm. "You should
I ~
Cronbolm wanted more
cash by two men, according to police.
lion mines have been destroyed by nations in
money. Cronholm said
The victim reportedly. was stabbed after . be- the one who knows
accordance with the spirit of the UN
more.about your college
that she expects salaries
telling the pair that he had no money, One man
Convention on the Prohibition of the Use,
to increase with new
then stabbed the victim in the left arm with a _than anyone," explained
Stockpiling, Production and Transfer 0
Cronbolm.
CUNY
Chancellor
needle while the other reportedly brandished a
Antipersonnel mines and on their Destruction.
· Reflecting back on her
Matthew Goldstein at
knife and demanded the victim's wallet.
However, this treaty, which had been the
stay as interim presithe helm.
The man is currently in stable condition
dent, Cronholm said she
Despite this problem, . favorite project of the late Princess Diana, has
and no arrests have been made in the case.'
yet to be signed by a number of nations includhas few regrets. "You
and
many
others,
ing the United States.
should only regret
Baruch College, and
MILLION-YOUTH MARCH
According to the Pentagon, mines are still a
things when you do
CUNY in general, is
necessary weapon.
them wrong for the second time," she said, not- headed in the right direction, according to
Approximately 800 people turned out for
ing the importance of being a risk taker.
Cronholm. "Whether or not they'll get there is
the Million-Youth March held last weekend
VIOLENCE IN JNDONESIA
Now Baruch moves into its second consecu-- the question," she said. But with Goldstein
according to the New York Daily News. More
tive era. with an interim president. But leading the way, said Cronholm, CUNY is more
than 700 police officers were deployed for the
According to theNew York Times, armed
.
likely than not to get to where it wants to be.
march, the rally ended five minutes before the
militia thugs have systematically taken over
Former Interim President Lots Cronholm wtth her Infamous hourglass. CrorihoJm was fond
city-mandated end time of 4:00 p.m. and no
of using the ~Ia.. to time
her'
conversations
with
Ticker
reporters.
(Photol11cker
Archives)
East
Timor, killing and trapping United
,.
.
arrests were made. Over 6,000 marchers
Nations workers in their homes in the process.
attended the rally last year.
_
The death toll has possibly reached into the
Gone this year were the hundreds of barrihundreds, according to officials.
cades blocking access to the march, hundreds
Apparently, gunmen are targeting people
of riot-armored police and incidents of. shovwho live in neighborhoods which are known
ing and bottle throwing at the tail end of the
enclaves of support for an independent East
event.
Timor.
.More than 78% of the East Timorese who
SUV CRASH KILLS. CABBIE
voted in a UN sponsored referendum last week
supported independence.
An alleged gunman in flight from the scene
"I calion those people causing the deterioof a shooting crashed .into, a taxicab late last
,jIa1in;g situation to stop their actions,". .state _.
armed forces chief of Indonesia; General week according to police.
The alleged gunman, 19 year-old Jean
Wiranto.However, it has been alleged by indepenHearius, drove off in Nissan Pathfinder after
dent observers that the Indonesian military is
firing shots in front of a Brooklyn nail salon.
He drew the pursuit of the NYPD after ignornot taking measures to halt the violence and
the Associated Press reports that the thugs at
ing a stop sign and ran a red light at the intersection of Avenue D on E. 94th St. jn
the cause of the violence were armed and
Brooklyn. He crashed into a crossing taxicab,
trained by the Indonesian military earlier this
killing its driver.
year.
Hearius survived the crash and was arrestIndonesian government officials flew into
an airport in East Timor last week to call for
ed
and end to the bloodshed but left without leavingthe airport.
BRAIN SURGERY FOR O'CONNOR
The Indonesian military has fough~ a protracte
an
00 y CIVI
war WI
ast
John Cardinal O'Connor had a small brain
Timorese independence militants in past years.
tumor removed during an ll-day stay at the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center last
RUSSIAN WAR IN DAGESTAN
Saturday, his archdiocese revealed.
He is scheduled to receive radiation treatments over the next several weeks
A car bomb destroyed as-story apartment
: complex last weekend in the ongoing war
between Russian troops and islamic militants
WOMAN FOUND UNDER HOUSE
in the southern region of Dagestan, according
ftieials-. --------A:mwnmifted womanlWas--lfulCOVe1rednnial--ff:~ffit:l~f:$jftis;.ff.ffi
At least 30 people were killed and 110 UN"'I''PI
chemical drum- underneath a Long
wounded in the blast which came after
bome last Thursday.
Russian officials had come close to declaring
According to officials, the discovery w
victory
over the militants two weeks ago.
made after a routine home inspection tunlCdl
up tbc drum from. under the house. 1be new
BOMBS EXPLODE IN ISRAEL
owner of the bome opened the drum himsc
and made the discovery.
.
The results of an autopsy showed that
Two cars packed with explosives exp'lodedl
woman was 9 months pregnant ~ may hav
prematurely las:t Sunday in thC nortbem 'lsi'acli
Saturday
Friday
Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
died as long ago as 1972.
. ies of~ and Haifa, ~ to 0
eials, The dlivCrs, wbomlsraeli offici
called failed car bombers, were killed aDd
AIL FOR JOHN GO'ITI JUNIO
number of passerby were injured
Showe....
~s.
Thunderstorms.
Cloudy.
RaIn.
1'he explosions came less than a day
. 12158
75161
79166
84170
80111
Mafia SOD John A Gotti was sentene:ed .
the ~1sraeIi-~ pesce acc:orcllsl
. White- PlainS. NeW York last- Friday to m··oreI
were signed in EgypL
6 years in federal prison after plcadmal
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
Sunday
. .illY ~ extoItioo, bribery and a number'
THEBV'8 ADMITS FAIaS
.....cr c:barps.

"You should be the
one who knows- mora

HACKERS AT IT AGAIN
The homepage of C-SPAN was broken into
and vandalized by hackers calling themselves
the .. United Loan Gunmen" last weekend,
according to police. The normal graphics 0
the page were replaced by the hackers with
lyrics from the punk band Dead Kennedys ~nd
the hacker group logo.

about your college
than anyone. "

E. COLI OUTBREAK AT FAIR
An E. coli outbreak at an Albany county
fair kilied a 3-year-old girl and sickened 118
others late last month, according to state
Health Department officials.

WOMAN FOUND UNDER FLOOR
Medical examiners identified the body of a
... woman found under the cellar floor of a house
in East Orange, N.J. last week according to
authorities.
A tip led investigators to the home where
policc had to break through the concrete floor
of the cellar to discover the body.

VIAGRA ROBBERY

~

Multiple wifing defects found in space
shuttle circuitry have shelved spaceflights
until at least mid-October. according to NASA
officials.
Four shuttles. the Columbia. Endeavour.
r., and Discove
were ins ected for
wiring problems after a wiring glitch caused
engine computers to malfunction during the
last launch in July- "This is a serious situation:' according to a NASA spokesperson.

DEAD PRESIDENTS
An armored car was hijacked in Los
Angeles last Friday and the robbers escaped
with close to $500.000 in cash according to
police. The bandits. armed with handguns and
dressed in black. tied up the guards and used
the guards' own keys to get at the money.

,_,,8"-

CHURCH RIP-OFF SCAM
A 67 year-old California pastor was sent to
iail last week to more than 3 years in prison for
fraud. according to officials. Charles
Groeschel, known as "Pastor Chuck." was
convicted of bilking thousands of New
Yorkers out of a total of $1.4 million.
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NYC KIDS FLUNK

~

He WIS also fined one million doll.-s.
1'm • aaail's man. I'm here to take my

,
"..s aid GoaL
.
A8Cc ·1IIe· 'J!CI*w:;na.. Iae was ohsaYelil
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . widabisIawYerl

9)

Sho1I1ers.

14161

~

R8in.
76162

~

~

P8IiIy cloudy.

Pdy~.

77/83

75180

Out of the 35.000 New York City public
school students who were told to attend summer school. close to 14.000 never showed up
according to city officials. A further 7,000
failed tests at the end of summer school, meaning that close to 2 1,000 summer school students will be held back this year according to
city school chancellor Rudy Crew.

The LoDdoo auction house of Socbcby'
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An armed gunman walked into a drugstore
in suburban Los Angeles last fr-iday and
demanded the sex drug Viagra, according
police. The man also demanded $500 in cash.
The robber. described as in his early 20s.
made off with the cash and 60 doses of the
drug which normally retails for $10 per dose.

SPACE SHUTTLES GROUNDED

New Yft City . . lay F8P.IaIIt.
WedIesdI" 8/18
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BARUCH GROUPS JOIN TO
SPONSOR
.
TURKISH EARTHQUAKE RELIEF DRIVE
By Shan-san Wu
News Editor

In support of the international
relief effort for victims of the
recent heavy earthquakes in
Turkey, Baruch has launched 'a
relief drive which began last
Tuesday.
A table has been set up in the
lobby of the 25th street Jibrary
building where students, administrators and faculty can make
donations of time and money in
aid of earthquake victims.
The effort, sponsored by the
Turkish Student Association,
the Golden Key Honor Society,
Phi Eta Sigma and the Society
for
Human
Resources
Management, is being coordinated by the office of the Dean
of Students, and is scheduled to
run up until the end of the week.
"The people who have stopped
by the table have been really
generous," said Marla Sucsuz,_
president of the Baruch Society
Resources
for
Human
Management. Sucsuz was part of
the first shift of volunteers to
man the table. "Some have given tens of dollars
and others have given less but even a nickel
helps:' she said. "It shows that Baruch students
really do care."
According to Sucsuz, five passerby had
already volunteered their time to help staff the
donation table in addition to numerous cash
contributions.
A bake sale in aid of quake victims is also
being organized and will be held on Monday,
September 13 on the fi fth floor of the 26th
street building. Donations of baked goods are
_also being accepted at the relief table.
The 7.4 magnitude earthquake which struck
'..,Orihwesrii it, firkeY oiiAU&U5t f~'~- a1fecled .more than J5 million people and may have
killed as many as 40.000 according to the
Turkish embassy in the United States. Over
600,000 have been left homeless weeks before
the onset of winter.
Baruch's initial response to the quake came in
spurts. with a number of individuals and clubs
0

expressing their interest in organizing a campus
effort for earthquake relief.

"Some have given tens of
dollars and others have
given less, but even a
nickel helps. "

as an official Baruch organization."
Guney also noted that the Turkish Students'
Association was working to extend the stay of
the donation table and that while any form of
assistance would be greatly appreciated. donations in the form of cash would be the most
helpful.
The combined efforts of all four organizations
are being coordinated with the assistance of the
Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Students.
....The relief effort won't work unless people
become aware of it," said Baruch Dean of
Undergraduate Students Ronald Aaron. "We
want to get the ball rolling with the hope that
the Baruch comm_AAiJY'YUL.&£t inYQ!v.~ ...~~.,.
. .'
'" I
that:• ...:n ,.
p81t1clfJ8'e. ..-.y --...- IS-.u.. ...........AU monies collected by the fund driv~ are
being turned over to the international response
funds of the American Red Cross and the
Turkish Red Crescent according to Gooey and
Sucsuz. According to Sucsuz, 10()OiO of the
monies collected will reach Turkey.
~__.

"One of the reasons why we were not able to
respond right away was because we were not
recognized for Fall '99 until recently," said
Hicran Guney, president of the Baruch Turkish
Students Association.....We wanted to respond

NEW COMPLEX NEARING COMPLETION
.~ 1~

1··.. ~1;-~
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Continued from Front
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Opening ceremonies for Site 8 wer7 originally scheduled for Spring, 2001. ut were
delayed by a number of factors according to
Schmid. He cited problems with steel delivery
and a lawsuit tiled by residents of an adjoining
co-op claiming that the structure would block
tenant views to the west.
"This led us to do a redesign of the top of
the building. thereby allowing more sunlight
. between the two buildings:' said Schmid.
Healso noted that wnik CUNY would incur .

~'[$280

billion] includes the
entire project: land purchases,
teardown of old buildings,
design, construction, furniture and equipment."
.
additional lease costs as a result of the delayed
opening, the leases on the 360 PAS and 18th St.
buildings were set to run past Spring, 200 I.z .
This would have resulted in those two buildings remaining empty but still leased.
A number of other design changes have
been incorporated into the current building,
including the expansion of the gyrr:'lasium's
bleacher capacity from 800 to 1500 in order to
make Baruch eligible to host CUNY tournaments in the future.
"This is something that we want to do," said
,.
Schmid.

of

Inside thecenter1lne
Site S. Included 1n1he d_1gn .... MCeletors, banka of eleow:atora,
multiple computing labs, dean's offices, atriums, thea_ production studios and. bookstore. (Photo/Sh.n-san Wu)
.
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Meet Your New Student Government
By Sarah Ashfaq
Senior Staff Writer

ing sure they are reachable. We would like to
team up with GSA (Graduate Student
Assembly] in accomplishing the goals we have
in common, and build a strong connection
among all- the CUNY schools. To mention a
few issues, I hope to improve the situation for
international students here at 'Baruch, finally
get the 24-hour library running for midterms
and finals, improve the services for every student school wide and do my 'very best to make
sure every student's voice is heard.
Proactiveness is the key word. We will make
ourselves known. We will try to .reduce student apathy schoolwide and influence students
to get involved. We already have a rally we
will be attending in late September opposing
the city's negative and indifferent view of
CUNY. Anyone who would like to join ismore than welcome.

It's the beginning of another school year and
with that comes a new~tudent government.
For the first year since Baruch has been establishe<t-lhere will be a United' Student
Government, as opposed to the previous Day
Session Student Government and Evening
Session Student Assembly. The proposed
change was voted in last spring. The USG officers for the 1999-2000 tenn are: President,
Sara Garibaldi; Vice President, Braulio
Medina; Treasurer.. Jerome Gift; and Secretary,
Deborah Shafidiya. .Our interview with the
President and Vice President reveals some of
the plans of the new government,

an education in itself

105 FIFTH AVENUE
AT EIGHTEE:NTH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003, USA

212.807.0099
b&nmain@bncollege.com
Back to School Hours

We first spoke with Sara Garibaldi.

Monday-Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

What are you... plans for tbe USG for tbe
future?

What position in tbe student government
do you currently.bold?"

different from previous student governmeats?
The new Undergraduate Student Government
will be different in many ways. Now we serve
both the day and evening student community
so we have a greater responsibility and influence. We haYe to expand our horizons and
reach out to the entire student body at Baruch.
More goals will be achieved because we will
have input from the entire student body. This
change is a lot better. Before, the Evening
Session Student Assembly had few representatives and was not fully functioning. This new
USG will make sure evening students are better represented while keeping the responsibility of fully representing day session students at
Baruch.. Also, our Constitution is different.
We now have new committees that OSSG or
ESSA never had. We have a "new Club
Chartering Committee to help those students
who want to start a club. We have eliminated
c-0ur Public Relations Committee because we

President.
What experience do you have that qualifies you for this position?
I like working with other students a lot. I
was involved with DSSG last year as a council
member while holding the position of co-chair
._'_.",,"' ~tht...Asd.2ic4ffa.ixs_C;:ommij.t~~" '!...~ber
- OI the-Campus-AtrairS~commltt=
"and Chair

eorthqucke that struck Turkey two weeks ago.

$25. + Per Hour
Direct Sales reps needed NOWI
Market credit card appl. Person-to-person
1-800-651-2832

We are in the process of organizing a campus-wide fund
raising effort and we need your help!

Join The Ticker
Lousy Hours, No Pay,
Harsh Working Environment.
-

This is one of the most tragic happenings in this centu-
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Contact Golden Key at goldenkey_baruch@hotmail.com, Phi Eta
Sigma at Phi_eta_sigma@hotmail.com, the Society for Human
Resources Management at baruch_shrm@hotmail.com or the Office of
Dean of Students, Ron Aaron, at (212) 802-6820, via e-mail at
Ron_Aaron@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu.
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the Public Relations Committee. I took a huge

Relief Drive
The Turkish Student Association, Golden key National Honor
Society,. Phy Eta Sigma, the Society for Human resources management,
The Office of the Dean of Student and the Office of Student Life are

How can students get involved witb the
USG?
I f students are interested they can stop by any
time and speak to one of us. We do have a limit
however as to how many students can officially hold seats on council but guests and
observers are more than welcome to attend our
meetings and sit in on our committees if they
want to take part. In a few weeks we will be
appointing students to fill our empty positions
on cauncil so if anyone is interested they
should stop by and see us. Since these seats are
scarce, students can also hold a student representative seat on one of the many committees
around school. We need to make sure all these
student positions are filled to show the administration that we do care. I f we are granted a
chance to' voice our opinions then we should
make sure there is someone there to represent
us.
Will Barucb's USG support the new policies
of elimiaatiDg remediation and raising standards at CUNY, or will they take a stand
against thelD as seen at other CUNY college?

or---

Turkish Earthquake

goals and doing-our best to represent students,
You can expect to see a great-deal of exposure
and publicity of USG too. Students will see us
around, they'll know what we're about.

-

-

-

-- - -

-

---

Interested in placing an ad or
"Spreading some love"?
E-mail: ficker_ad_mngr
@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

role in creating the new Undergraduate Student
Government along with the rest of DSSG. I
went around to classrooms, spoke to students,
collected signatures and helped in the strong
effort of creating the new USG along with key
officers of the last DSSG. I organized the book
exchange center last year, here at Baruch, for
students to be able to buy and sell books
among themselves at reasonable prices. We
plan on improving it and implementing the.
program this year once again. I have been
working at the Dean of Students Office as a
aide. This has enabled me to get to
know Baruch a lot better and networ WI
administrators, staff and students. I am also a
member of TEAM Baruch, I teach freshman
seminar, trying to serve as a role model for the
incoming freshman, teaching them about
school policies and providing them with useful
information for their years at Baruch. Last
year, I was a staff writer forTthe Ticker, and if
time permits, I hope to do so this semester too.
_--l've also partkiP-ated in numerous volunteer
activities in the city and in school, organizing
the March of Dimes and the Breast Cancer
Walks, trying to recruit students to step out and
take action.

Next we ask some of the same questions to
Vice-President Braulio Medina.
Besides accomplishing the promises on our
platform, I want every student at Baruch to
ow
them. As the years go by I see USG as becoming a very proactive organization, reaching out
in every effort to every student at Baruch. Our
reputation -will improve and we will be taken
-more seriously than the other student governments have been in the past.
Wbat do you bope
to cbaRge from previous years?
The weak reputation
student government
has held in the eyes of
students and administration throughout the .
years. We know that
we can't make everyone happy as everyone
holds different views, but the majority could
be satisfied, especially the students.

befieve that 1t should be tht duty

of every stu-

dent government member to be the "voice of
"
.
ve a much stron er
influence.

What position in tbe student government
do you currently bold?
Executive Vice President of USG.
What experience do you bave tbat qualifies
you for tbis position?
I have worked for a public relations agency in
the past and I served in the previous government [OSSG].

How do yoli receive iDput from studeDt5?
Wbat is tile best way for st1ldeDts to express
ideas and cbanges tbey wouic. like to see?
It is great when students come to our' office
and .approach us,
What bave )fOil done since being elected?
but obviously, those
Since being elected I.have _contributed to the
are only a few.
adoption of becoming one unified day and
Soon we will be
evening government.
creating a survey
that will inform us
What do you laope to accomplisb this year?
ofthe top issues that
I hope to create a unified Baruch community
worrY students. We
that all students will remember proudly.
will be setting up
tables
around
Baruch, exposing ourselves 'and trying to
Wbat are your plans for tbe USG for tbe
receive every input possible from the student
future?
body. I listen to students a lot and pay attenGrowth and strength through its students will
tion to their comments directed at the way this . be the future' of the USG.
school functions. Students who wish to voice
~\
their opinio~can also stop by our office and", -~at do you bope to change from pft'rioas
visit us. Ifwe'~ot around, they c~~~
a message in our "mailbox in S~de~t"-b1fu,
- I want this new government to be rememroom 1512. . We are "located at 360 Park
bered as our new government; which aeeomAvenue South, - -in- Room lS3L __Students
plished what we promised.
- ------ -. --- - should stop by and visit tis or even drop by any
of our upcoming meetings that are held on
Have any Dew/unexpected cballeages
TUesdays at 5:30. We can be reached by callarisen since takiDg office, wbicb you didn't
ing (212) 802-6790.
foresee before
getting elected? Any
new/unexpected benefits or .opportunities?
No.
"
Wbicb immediate changes can we expect
to see as a rault of tbe new USG?
As soon as ous committees are formed you
will see our members out there looking for
solutions, working hard to accomplish our

"We have to expand our
horizons and reach~o~urnt~=~~~~~~~~~~~:::'-~~-to the entire student
body. "

What bave you doee since beiDg elected?
I've been doing my best to get USG settled in
and ready to start. along with all the other
members. We have already started to get in
touch with interested students who want to fill
in the student representative committees
Ha~e any Dew/unexpeded chaneBges
. around Baruch. Over the summer, we have
arisea
siace taking office, wbicb you didD't
worked on restructuring the student activity
foresee before
gettiDg elected?
ADy
fees due to the combination of the both govnew/HReXpected beaefits or opportunities?
ernments. That is yet to be resolved and should
Not really, not yet. During elections I was
be soon within a few weeks;. We have begun
to think and draw out ways to reach our goals . given tips, pep talks and orientations from here
arid there so I had a pretty close idea of what it
finding out infonnation about who to contact
would be like. However, I'm sure I'll come
for specific questions, negotiations and plans
across a few unexpected challenges in the
to solve the issues affecting students.
future. I now realize that this is going to be a
great deal of hard work and time we're all
What do you bope to accomplish tbis year?
going
to have to put in and I greatly admire the
I would like to accomplish as much as I can.
officers of the previous-student governments
along with the rest of USG. We're a strong
for their efforts.
group of students and I have a feeling we'll
move ahead quickly. The list of goals is long
How will the new student government be
and we have reviewed each of our goals, mak,

.
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Been around the world
and Ay ay ay ay....
By HasaDi GitteDs

Features Editor
4<1 've wanted to do this since I was 10," said
Bommassamudran Raghu. "This," for Raghu,
is most recent dream come troe;a bike trip
across the county.Raghu, a finance major here
at Baruch, spent the greater portion of his summer vacation peddling his way from Seattle. to
D.C., Washington to Washington if you will.
The excursion was all for a good cause.
Raghu was one of 134 cyclists who participated in the American Lung Association's July
Big Ride. The event, aimed at raising awareness oflung disease, kicked off from Seattle on
. June 14 and lasted 6 ·112 weeks. Each rider, in
order to be eligible was responsible for raising'
at least $7,000 in donations. Raghu, a native of
Elmhurst, was able to raise $7,600 for his
Queens chapter of the ALA, of which 10 percent goes to the national office, the remaining
90 percent to the local office. "I was the only
person from Baruch, the only Indian person,
and the only person from Queens," said Raghu
with honor.
He has been an avid bicyclist since his youth.
"Cycling is great," Raghu proclaims with a
smile. "You are able to go faster than walkaig,
[yet] slow enough to enjoy everything."
It wasn't exactly easy though. he admits. "I
never did more than 70 miles a day before
this." Seventy miles was the average on this
trek, but cyclists covered up to 120 on occasion
and sometimes multiple days of "centUry"·
[1OO-mile-day] rides. The 3,250-mile course,
which traversed the top portion of this. country,

Baruch and Beyond:
WAG THE DOG
The strange truth and stranger fictions about the
Baruch Health Care Facility

sources (the government). What a concept..
Unfortunately after seeing the sights in the . By Edward Ellis
windy city, Raghu and his fellow cyclist
Columnist
the awful truth
"couldn't find a place to sleep, so [they] slept
We had health care not too long ago. We lost
They say the road to hell is paved with good
on a park bench for two and half hours."
funding for it. Now we are funding it solely
intentions. If that is true, then when you go
Obviously, a New Yorker to the heart. "We
through student services. This is not the only
looking for the Baruch Health Care Facility
slept with arms wrapped around our bikes and
example of Baruch losing funding for a service
wear shorts and bring lots of suntan lotion.
inthe morning we took off and rode by lake
and retrieving that money through student
Don't get me wrong, things happen.
Eerie," said Raghu. From there they went.on
service fees. That is not what the fees are for.
Unexpected complications arise. My problem
to Indiana where they caught- back up with the
If LaGuardia can get financial support for its
is, in this case very few people want to admit
rest of the riders
health care facility we can too. It should not be
Raghu, who just turned 20 and is entering his . that the process is out ofcontrol. Not only that,
but if you dare to suggest that the emperor is" so easy for administrators to give up the fight
junior year after pulling off a 4.0 last semester,
and turn to students to finance the college. If
quite naked after all, people ask you tidiculous
seems to have had lifetime-worthy experiences
they could, this would be Baruch Private
questions, like, "Don'tyou want a health care
all throughout the course. The route took him
College. This money does not come from the
facility on campus?" Well, I don't know,
from Seattle through Billings, Montana,
ether. People work very hard for it. Sometimes
maybe. But that's not the point. Does anyone
Gillette, Wyoming through Pierre, South
two jobs, sometimes supporting children,
know what this health care facility is going to
Dakota, Rapid City to Minnesota, which
sometimes barely-getting by. When we ask
offer? Do we need a $500,000 facility when
Raghu describes as beautiful.
them
for money it should be because there is
less than a dozen people needed medical attenIn Indiana he met up with an elderly couple
no other choice. Not because it's easy. Not
tion last year? Which brings me neatly to my
who were "surprisingly nice." - Raghu and
because we think they won't notice.
first point.
some other cyclists talked with the two in. a
restaurant and told them of their journey and
what·do you get for half a million dollars?
. the myth of 'the studeDts want'
cause. To their delight the duo paid for their
Nobody knows. We've made a wish list and
lunch.
Last semester some very well intentioned
sent it to health care providers to see what they
individuals got a referendum for an on campus
Ohio provided an opportunity to visit the
can give us for the money. If that sounds like
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame which only added
health care facility on the ballot. Less than
a strange way to do things, well at least I'm not
1,000 students bothered to vote. To put this in
to the list of sites seen along the way.
crazy. In my world you decide specifically
Historical sites such Little Big Hom Battlefield perspective over 1,800 people voted in the last
what you want, you shop around, you make a
in South Dakota (where the Sioux, Cheyenne, . student government election. This indicates
decision. Before you start collecting money.
Blackfeet and others fought General Custer
one oftwo things. Either the people behind the
and the U.S. army), and Gettysburg, in
The state ofaffairs now is that we have approxinitiative were unsuccessful in getting the word
Pennsylvania, were notable highlights for
imately half a millioh dollars collected and no
out or people are not as desperate for an onRaghu. Of equal note was Cedar Point in
one can tell you what we're going to get for it.
campus health care facility as some would
Ask them.
Sandusky Ohio, home to an amusement park
have you betieve. I say this because I'm
which claims to be "the largest collection of
involved and very serious about student govrides (67) and roller coasters (13) in the
ernment, but I'd have to say my health is at
if I were kiDg of the world
least as important if not a hell of a lot more.
If I were in charge (and collectively we are
...- -.. world," from their
Still, the measure went forward and 15,000 stubelieve it or not) I would stop this before it gets
website. Raghu conugly. Put a moratorium on fee collecting until
dents were taxed $10 per semester (plus $10
fesses he and his
we figure out what we're buying and how
per
summer
session).
Wanting
to
-do
a
good
companions
were
not able to go on
thing doesn't give you the right to make the
much it should cost. Also, do not spend the
money on anything .else. Medical shmedical.
decision for everyone. If'we could not get even
them all but he says
with a smile, "we
10% of the electorate to participate then we
The money is for a health, care facility and
rode as many as we
had no right to impose a tax on I00%.
should not be spent on anything else unless
.could."
someone wants to write up another referenBut do not get the
how much is this going to cost anyway?
dum.
We are currently sitting on half a million dolidea that the trip'was
lars for a health care facility (more or less,
all kids on bikes.
merrily collecting enemies
The ages easily
we've spent some of it, but that's another
Soooo. Where are we? In two columns I've
ranged from 17 to 65
story). Lincoln hospital is renovating its health
managed to insult the Governor, the Mayor, the
according to Raghu.
care facility for I million. Am I the only one
media and some school administrators. What
"One guy turned 60
who sees something wrong with this picture?
to do for issue 3?
on the trip," he said,
What exactly are we going to construct that's
I've got it!
adding how much
going to consume- half a million dollars a year
admiration he had
in students' money? We are surrounded by
some of whom he
admits were in bet~er shape than himself.
A Gary Fischer
Mountain Bike carried Itaghu from
coast . to
coast,
although he saysiit
--ilEffiflt-ite~ was-

was done in 48 days (40 days of riding and
eight days of rest). The riders left base'camp
every morning between six and eight and
would be- responsible for getting to the next
. camp by seven in the evening; although the
times were flexible.
The riders were not required to bike on the
eight rest days but many just could not get
enough and would still be peddling around.
"Some people were nuts," said Raghu, who
preferred to store up his energy on those rest
days.
Sanity, however, didn't stop him and a friend
from biking off the beaten path, when the
group passed through Illinois. "Another rider
and I -decided to split off route," he recalled
cheerfully. "We really wanted to check out
Chicago." They biked it to the train station,
first, but were denied when told they couldn't
- - - - bring their wheels-on the train So theyjurnped
on their bikes and rode 35 miles to Chicago.
When you've come halfway across the country, what's another few dozen miles anyway?----------------·-

to attempt to build a mini-hospital on campus
just because we can. LaGuardia has just passed
a referendum to increase student services fees
to augment their health care facility. The price?
A modest $109,250 per year, Right now they
have an RN and an EMT on campus, full
immunization, condoms, AIDS testing, etc., for
free. Of course they get money from Tax Levy

r

"

1

This article is the opinion of the writer and does not reflect
the editorial position of The Ticker

,

•

not

the top of the line
bike amongst his fellow cyclists. Most
used more expensive
bikes built for speed
. and distance, but
Raghu unlike many others did not have one flat
the whole trip.
Raghu contacted over 200 potential donors for
the trip. His father helped out by giving him
names of people to call. Most agreed to help
sponsor the event He was also helped by his
older brother who raised $2,000 dollars for the
cause. In fact, with his extra funds raised,
Raghu was able to help out a 23-year-old student from Washington State who was short of
the specified fund level by giving him $400.
The boy's father was a crew member who
"expressed his gratitude to me on many occasions," said Raghu.
In the end, Raghu had an experience of a lifetime and received a I 1/2-month long cardiovascular workout.
But perhaps it was more of an exercise for
the soul. "My quads got a little stronger," said
.Raghu. .." But I thought I would lose more
weight."
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Sandcastles

.

Student politics are a beach. Valiant student leaders meticulously construct majestic palaces on the shore, only to have waves wash up and sweep
away the grains ofgain. No matter how much is put into it; our efforts are mere
sandcastles.

David Blanks
Editor-in-Chief
.ticker_eic@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Bryan Fleck* ....
Managing Editor
ticker_ news~csu. baruch. cuny. edu
0

0

This situation is the course of nature for student leadership. There is no
continuity or consistency whenone group' advocates left and then is replaced the
next year by a group that advocates right. Are the efforts ofprevious student
leaders nullified when new leaders, wet behind the ears, attempt to take the
reins. Often it is amusing, some of the newcomers stumble about as if they-were
small children in their parents' shoes. It would be amusing, that is, if so much
wasn't at stake.

Dov Gertzulin •..•
tickerbus@usa.net
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Business Editor

Michael Papilsky ..... Business Editor / Mngr.
.tickerbus@usa.net
Hasani Gittens
Features / Ops Editor
tickerJeatures@Scsu. baruch. cuny. edu
0
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Jessica Zhou* .
Features Editor
tickerJeatures@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
0
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•
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The new student government needs our guidance. Not only are theyinexperienced, they have a new governmental structure to contend with. They are
weighing issues that have existed before some ofthem were even enrolled. ..They
are signing peace treaties for wars they did not fight in. -'-How can they make
informed decisions about health care on campus, student activity fee 'structures
for day and evening, student center funding and child care funding when
they've just successfully located the bathrooms

••••

0

•••

0

Should the work ofprevious student leaders be cast aside because the
administration's follow through has been weak? 'Can it be'that the new blood
doesn't recognize divide and conquer tactics when they see them? Some resolutions that were passed by student vote were opposed from the very start by the
administration. Now some are falling victim to their stall tactics. That's what
they wanted all along, for students to give up and/or secondguess.... A student
vote is a student vote. The ballots have spoken, the vote ·is the voice ofthe students. Everyone has an opportunity to vote and those who don't vote do not
have the right to quote. A student vote does not get overturned by ovenealous
student leaders, if so, then why vote to begin with. Sandcastles.
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Student government needs to hear our voices. If not, then I guess they are
right to assume that we don't need funding for child care facilities. Hey, the students should have used birth control anyway, right? And we don't need health
care. Who cares about a vote? .Just don't get sick or hurt. Student services?
Who needs them? We're just here to get a degree.
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\\'hereas thirty years ago. African-American
cultural figures would have changed their
"slave" names for African or Arabic names.
contemporary Black artists, particularly rappers commonly usc names traditional of Irish,
Pol ish. Latino, and Italian cultures. Among
them are Nas Escobar (named after Pablo
I <cobar ), Capone and Norega (after mob
monarch A[ Capone and former drug trafficking Panamanian President Manuel Norega) Wu
Gam hi mo. Luchese and Scarface. In addition
there are the various rap families such-as Junior
M.A.F.I.A and Wu Crime Syndicate.
Yet this trend is not limited to hip-hop.
Menace II Society and the film noir Dead
Presidents (both directed by the Hughes
Brothers) borrow so heavily from Martin
Scorcese's Mafia-ridden pies ·'Mean Streets"
and "Good Fellas,". one has wonder to how far
is O-Dog from Joe Pesci's Tommy? In Spike
Lee's recent film. Summer of Sam, Black characters are marginalized to one-dimesiona[ity
while white characters (particularly Italians)
are centered upon. Based on the civil breakdown in New York City in 1977, Lee juxtaposes rioting/looting Blacks with orderly, protective Italians.
Why is there a fascination/identification of
Black males and the Ita[ian-male image? Just
as the post-World II expansion to the West
brought back the tales of cowboys and Indians
on television, the explosion of the urban center

"My advice [to new Interim President Sidney LiTiUna;,] would
be to keep meeting with the students. Keep listening to them. "

rollback. the slicing of social
services.and the rise in Black incarceration. ln
this context. Black males had to reassert their
manhood. However without a coherent radical
Black politic and the psychic disorientation of
Black civil society, a white mask prevailed.
It is no small wonder why Black males grav it atcd toward
l tal ian-Amer ican culture
Thouuh often at odds. durinu the Howard
Beach and Bensonhurst incidents of the late
19XOs for example, both groups shared a COIllmon affinity of being the last on the American
totem pole, In popular culture, Italians are the
group that got out of the uhctto, hut throuuh
SUb!L'IT~lIleal1 means: Ilustling ill the rackets.
the Italians built an economic foundation that
raised thcmscl v c-, out 01' poverty. Out of thi ...
came a sense of couununitv and trust. (iallg... icr
John (iotti popularized hirnsel I' by staging earn ivals and tirc« orb in Italian neighborhoods,
whi le mobsters pro\ idcd jobs 1< H' uncmplov cd
Italian youth. In the ha/\.' of post-\lillioll Man
March "self-help" politics, \\1.' can sec \\h~ this
has' an appeal to Black ::- outh. The not ion or
hust ling as a rad ic.il a ltcrnat i\ I.'
lit-.. in the
scheme of small-t imc l.·apital ism,
One clear example of the rc-j nv cnt ion of
Black males is Tupac Skahur. Shak ur, the son
of former Black Panther .·\feni ShakuL w a-,
politicived at an ear".. auc. Dur inu the I \)r;Os,
Afcni was a \ ict irn {)f the crack cpidcm ic and
Tupac became a gang haQger. Born bet \\ ccn
two worlds, revolution and the street. Tupac
walked a line line in hixrhvmcx. TIlL' xn ioot h .
caring, yet cautious voice found ill "Brenda's
Got a Haby" could erupt in misogynistic
superlatives in "[ Gci Around." This disorientation seemed to break loose in I \)l)) when he
developed a persona called Mack iacvlii. lhis
alter-ego flashback to the Italian political theorist Niccolao Muchive lli \\as influenced hv
Shakurs reading of The Prince, the mythical
ruler who would do anything to achieve hIS
goals.
Tupac modeled himsel f after the
metaphor, possibly as a unifier and savior for
his people. On hi;--; la~t album before his murder. an ilJusl.ralcd Tupac is seen crucili~d on a
cross.
So who's the man? Who's the fucking man'!
The shi n in the male role models may be seen
normal as cultural forms serve not only as
common tics but starched commodities. In a
time when MTV replaces (and alters) popular
culture, the particularity of a racial culture is
losing meaning. Yet this is not a world culture
fashioned on internationalism, but striated in
commodification. The colonialism of Black
culture still results in the mirror of white culture. Must the liberation of our living manhood
become a political, rather than a cultural question?
~

~

dition, has reflected these tendencies in its art.
This refraction has turned to distortion because
located in the Italianization of the Black male
image in hip hop, is a quiet sel f-hatred. In an
age where Black identity' at large is attacked,
the Black male is seen as something less than a
man. In a context in which he is invisible yet
highly surveyed, the assertion of Black manhood takes places by wearing a mask of commodified culture. Unable to locate a popular
history of struggle and resistance, Black males
lose aU cultural bearings. and became nude
before the world of readily accessible images.
Thirty-four years ago, Ossie Davis eulogized
Malcolm X and referred to him as our "living
Black manhood." The universalistic demand of
the civil rights movement was recognition of
Black manhood. TJole refusal to respond to titles
such as "boy" or "Uncle" and the dramatic
assertion of striking Memphis sanitation workers wearing signs stating "I AM A MAN" gave
a subjective weight to the demands of po[itical
and economic equality. This need to reaffirm
our manhood was transferred to the Black
Power movements circa 1966-1972. During
this period, Black male identity was synonymous with strength anc .a Miles Daviseque
coolness, particularly within the Black Panther
Party (Panthers we are told, do not attack
unless attacked first).
The disintegration of the radical left only
silenced the political orientation of the Black

activities against "The Man". In Super Fly,
Ron 0' Neal's character, Priest. attempts to'
score a major drug deal to the business but
heads up against the Mafia. In Black Caesar,
Fred '\\.'illiamson holds a ledger that indicat~s
w ide-spread corruption in city officials.
Williamson in the final scene kills a Mafia boss
who dramatically forces Williamson to shine
his shoes in front of an American nag. In each
of these films, Black males go through a metamorphous from tool-to-player to player mili.tant, The thought was that pimping was cool..
However, it, had to be lied into a struggle
against the power structure.
Yet. these movies held Black males to a high[y sexualized standard. In Melvin Van Pebhles
highly
acclaimed
Sweet
Back
BaaaaaaadAssssss Song, Sweetback outfucks
a white motorcycle gang for his safety. The
oversexualized Black male In movies,
harkened to the days of D. W. Griffith's "Birth
of a Nation," where the raison'd etre of Black
males was to rape white women; This reimagery opened the flood gates for Black male
stereotyping. Jimmie Walker's JJ character in
Good Times was a back track to Zip-Coon,
while Sherman Hermsley's George Jetlerson
was a repeat of King Fish from "Amos n'
Andy".
The reaffirmation of the oversexed, boIsterous Negro in American popular culture coincided with the beginnings of an affinnative
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George Bttsh-Wants To Take Money From Public Schools
B,' Mark Heron
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Who's the man? Who's the motherfuck ing
man'? The question, in reference to the much
maligned image of Black masculinity, carries a
surreptitious double-edged sword. One meaning includes a ghetto Don Juan, whose monetary and sexual prowess evades authority.
Though problematic, this concept of "Man" is
a Black cultural paradigm. Another meaning is
a reference to . - - - - - - - - - - -

male identity. The cool. yet aggressive ligure
was transferred to another stereotype; the player/pimp. It should he no surprise that the linear
path is Panther to pimp, considering the
Panthers myst ificat ion of the so-called
"lumpcn't-proletariat, a class of prostitutes,
pimps and drug dealers as the main revolutionary force. Films such as Shaft. Super Fly, The
Mack and Black Caesar presented the lumpenized player/pimp who performed activities
harmful to the larger community hut tied their

cncmv.
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has turned mobsters tales into folklore. Indeed '
the fast money. generated from the- crack epidemic and the rising confrontations with law
enforcement has (re rcreated a mystic lore
around Mafia figures. Whos the man becomes
Whos the Don. with a w ad of fifties and a
"family" to protect his turf. The codes of secrecy and loyalty identified \\ ith La Costra Nostra
become tools for todays up and coming drug
dealer.
I lip-I lop. the mirror of the urban Black con_
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The Italianization of Black Male Identity
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munity and just look out for your own, you may be successful. But one day, as
you sit at your lavishly laid table and
prepare to gorge you,rself on the fruit of
,
capitalistic spoil, the-huiigry will nse up and snatch the steak offofyour-ptate.
The same applies here.
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The Ticker is published weekly, fifteen times
a semester, by The Ticker editorial staff at:
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Sta.ff Writer
Presidential candidate George W. Bush has
many answers on how to fix the nation's pubIic schools. It is unfortunate, however, that he
has chosen to deflect answers from his personal habits and has decided to enter the public
debat,e on education. What am I talking about?
At a meeting where Bush addressed Hispanic
h siness men, he offered a variety of proposals on how to fix the nations ailing schools.
While it is legitimate for this presidential contender to offer his vieWs on educational policv . I mean how else would we know what the
presidential contenders have, in mind once
elected to the highest public office. What is
not okay however is public officials using the
public forum to bash, denigrate, and destroy
well meaning public agencies. If the some-

-

thing is broken fix it; don't tear it uP. until you
have tried every available option. It's like all
these republican's subscribe to the same militant ideas. For example Mayor Giuliani said
that NYC's public school system should be
blown up, this was said in the days following
Littleton.
What Governor George W. Bush has suggested as a part of his effort to reform and heal
public education would
be revolutionary
enough to cause Horace Mann, the father of
public schools, to turn in his grave. What
Governor George W. Bush has proposed would
in effect turn back the clock two hundred years
on public education. Governor George W .
Bush has decided that. IF ELECTED PRESIDENT, he would sign legislation that would
take money from schools who do poorly on
tests. Does that sound bad, I say YES. The
question one should ask of G. W. Bush is what

happens to those schools that
would be
deprived of already limited funds? Which
schools would benefit from such a proposal
and which would suffer? How does taking
money from overcrowded schools, with [imited resources help the urban public schools,
which would be
the most affected. The
answer to all of these questions is that it would
not help the public schools. Instead of joining
the debate and taking the time to come up
with some genuine policy ideas that can help
the nations schools, G. W. Bush has offered
nothing but republican rhetoric and propaganda.
Gov. Bush's proposal would, in effect,
drain much needed federal dollars from some
of the poorest and most disadvantaged schools
Instead of pledging'to rebuild the nation's
public schools which are in dire need of
repairs, increasing funds for textbooks and

computers. he is instead proposing to eliminate funds that are desperately needed to
fight the good fight against illiteracy. Mr.
Bush, how about getting behind the President's
proposal to rebuild the nations schools? Mr.
Bush, how about
getting
behind
the
President's Proposal to hire a 100, 000 teachers? Mr. Bush, how about getting behind the
President and fight against massive $792 billion dollar tax cut to the rich. How about taking a portion of the proposed tax cut and using
a portion to give back and take an interest the
future of this nation.
[ urge Governor Bush (It's not like he reads
this column), to engage in the debate on education with an open mind and come to the table
with ideas that serve all Americans not just
the few right wingnuts that have overturned the
theory of evolution and decided to legislate
ideas in the classroom.

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and even~g telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opini~n pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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Forbes Magazine Rankings ofthe 500 top companies, ranked Abbott #35 for net profits,
#32 for market Value and #66 overall. Last year Abbott's revenue exceeded $12 Billion
and is forecasting further growth this year.
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DARRYL STRAWBERRY IS BACK!.
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor

On Sunday. DH Darryl Strawberry belted a
415 foot shot at Edison Field in the sixth inning
off pitcher Al Levine. This his first homer
since rejoining the Yankees. Straw went 2-for-

3 with two walks. The slugger also had an RBI
double in the second inning.
Straw did not fair so well in Monday's g~e
against the Angels where he had the tying run
on base and struck out to end the game. The
Yankees lost five to three.
Many are pleased that Strawberry has been

given another chance after his fiasco involving
narcotics and a prostitute. There are critics,
however, who contend that Strawberry is just
another example of the sports athlete that
repeatedly gets in trouble but becasue of
hislher ability to sell tickets is allowed to continue to play. part of the issue is that there are

so many kids that look up to these players and
receive conflicting messages: 'Drugs are
bad!!...That is unless you ate a stat, ok, son?"
It is not clear how this saga will play out for
Strawberry but in the meantime the fans are
chanting: ""D-a-r-r-y-l, D-a-r-r-y-l. D-a-r-r-yI! '.'

Darryl Strawberjy going yard for first time since his return. (AP Photo/Matt Brown)

Jeter congratulates Straw after the homerun. (AP PhotolMatt Brown)

David Cone A Hall of Farner?
By Thomas Berk
Contributing Writer

By Jon Minners
Asylum Production Editor
Hey yo! I had a bad summer, so be warned.
The New York Knicks made it to the NBA
Finals. getting everyone worked up only to let
us down against the San Antonio Spurs. How
can I watch another season after such a disappointment? Well, all I can say is wait
until next .vear. Next vear
the Knicks will have
.some big French guy no one has heard of.
Great job with your draft pick. Knicks. Hope
he doesn't stink up the joint.
The Bulls. on the other hand. made two great
picks, giving all the bandwagon Bulls fans
another season to cheer for their team. That is
unless those fans are now Spurs fans.
How hard is it to say that the NBA champions are the San Antonio Spurs? Let this be a
lesson to you. Telling your injured star player
to take his. time recovering so that they can
dump aJl their games and 'pick up the # 1 draft
pick in Tim Duncan and then win the NBA
Championship.
Women are making their names known in the
world of basketball. The WNBA had a 40game season that ended this- week when the
Houston Comets defeated the New York
Liberty (59-47) in a best of three series that
went the distant. In truth. the Liberty 'had no
chance with Lobo injured and Forward Kym
Hampton already talking retirement. Not to
mention that Housten's Cooper. 'who is twotime league MVP and three-time post-season
MVP, is unstoppable,. a-Ia Michael Jordan.
Cooper's partner in crime, a-la Scottie Pippen,
is the deceptive Swoopes, which means that

opponents have little hope. The fact that the
Comets have won three years in a row is
incredible. I am disappointed the Liberty lost,
especially after the half court .prayer by
Weatherspoon with no seconds remaining.
which guaranteed a game three. But as long as
the league has players like Lobo. Leslie and
Cooper running the courts. I m in a good mood.
You know. I once said that soccer sucks. and
I meant it. but women's soccer is kind of cool
and my hat goes off to the United States
Women's Soccer team for winning the World
Cup. It proves to me that the United States has
some of the best women around.
You know. the home-run hitting contest
sucks. Some old pitching coach throws a pitch
at 2 mph and even my little sister can smack a
homerun. How does Mark McGwire smack 13
horneruns in one round and still lose the competition. Sure. he didn't hit that many in the
next round. but once he hit the 13. his win
should have been automatic. Just total all the
home runs up and announce the winner. It's
boring to watch a bunch of rounds. Maybe they
can get someone to pitch a little faster next
year (6 mph). My grandmother has a mean
splitter.
About Hockey. it still sucks.
Well, that's all. From the land where even
San Antonio can have a major league team. this
is the Badseed a.k.a. Blackheart, saying. later!

For the second consecutive season, and for
only the third time in Yankee Stadium
history. perfection was performed by a flamethrower wearing the hallowed pinstripes.
David Cone's perfect game against the
Montreal Expos captivated the minds of
sports fanatics, and comforted a nation driven
to tears by the death of a national icon in John
F. Kennedy, Jr. New York City baseball fans
were able to find solace in the surgically
repaired right shoulder of David Cone.
Cone's 88 pitch masterful performance, only
the
16th
perfect
game
in
major
league history, was accomplished on a blistering mid-summer afternoon in front of over
40.000 exuberant Yankee fans, including former Bronx Bombers'. Yogi Berra. Don
Mattingly and Don Larsen. all on hand to celebrate Berra's return to the Stadium after an
extended absence. Granted. Cone's masterpiece was conducted against the weak hitting
Expos. A club that operates more like a college
university than a baseball organization. Unable
to pay their expensive players. the Expos regularly send off powerful, prospective superstars
seeking fortune and fame to other teams. Larry
Walker. Pedro Martinez. Marquis Grissom and
John Wetteland are just a few former Montreal
players who served a couple of seasons with
the Expos then moved on to better organizations. But. the bottom line is. a perfect game is
the most difficult feat to accomplish in baseball, and possibly in all of sports. So. it doesn't
matter. ifthe opposing team is a disgrace to the
game
or
not.

Cone, a 36 year-old gladiator, pitched with
the
determination
of
an
innocent
bystander .pleading for justice before being
ushered to a guillotine. His control was
impeccable, and his trademark slider was
untouchable. Cone's phenomenal contribution
enables the baby-faced native of Kansas City
to join past Pinstripe hurlers. Whitey Ford,
Allie Reynolds and. Ron Guidry in the exclusive category of all-time great Yankee
pitchers. Cone's stock has risen dramatically in
the last couple of weeks. Mayor Rudolph
Giuiliani rewarded him with. a key to the city.
The daily papers showcased the right
hander on the back page of their sports sec- tions. And thereis even talk of Cone possibly
being inducted into Cooperstown one day.
That's right, the baseball Hall of Fame. I know
what your thinking: How can a guy who was
once traded for a futile catcher like Ed
Hearn be enshrined into baseballis ultimate
promised land? Just check the record books.
Cone's resume includes a Cy Young Award.
two seasons with at least 20 wins.
six seasons of at least 200 strikeouts. and most
importantly,
three
world
series
championships. Although he hasn't been a
dominate pitcher who has collected a
plethora of Cy Young's like Roger Clemens
and Greg Maddux . Cone has been the
the number one starter on the decades most
prolific team. If he can stay healthy and
amass more than 20 victories this season.
.
which isn't out of the question. and if the
Yankees can win their third championship in
the last four years. Cone should be an
absolute lock for the Hall of Fame.
~

